CLARA plus: Your tool for automatically
calculating the degree of occupational disability
in the context of claims handling
All of the services in the MIRA Digital Suite have one thing in common: they
help to close the remaining gaps in digitising processes for life insurers. Even gaps
that the experts, for quite some time, didn’t consider to be viable candidates for
digitisation. Calculating the individual degree of occupational disability in the
context of claims is one of them. With CLARA plus, we’ve now successfully closed
this gap. The outcome: with CLARA plus it will be possible to fully process up
to 80% of all disability insurance benefit claims. That’s unprecedented.

What physical or mental limitations does a
medical diagnosis entail on an individual basis?
And what do these limitations mean for the
claimant in terms of his or her professional activities? Until recently, finding answers to these
questions, assessing them precisely, and individually calculating the degree of occupational
disability for each claimant took a great deal of
time for your experts in the claims department –
a resource that is in short supply.

The next big step
With CLARA plus, occupational disability
insurers can now digitise the majority of their
processes and calculate the degree of occupational disability in a system-based manner.
This represents the next big step in digitisation,
as CLARA plus offers an ideal extension to
CLARA, the claims risk assessment tool in the
MIRA Digital Suite, which structures disability
claims with the help of rule-based interviews,
and which in the process has already halved
the required processing time.
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Systematics

Occupation examination
– Predefined occupational patterns
– Patterns are adjustable in scope and time
– All current occupations covered

CLARA plus

Functional requirements
of the profession

Disability grade
calculation

To support
claims decision

Medical diagnosis
– Standardized patterns for diagnoses
– Guidance with reflexiv questions
– Coverage of up to 80% of disability
insurance claims

Functional limitations
according to diagnosis

The CLARA plus principle
The CLARA plus algorithm supports claims
handlers with highly standardised queries that
can nonetheless readily adapt to the individual
case. The questions relate to the claimant’s
occupational profile and medical diagnosis.
Using the available information, CLARA plus
calculates the individual degree of occupational
disability, automatically and in a system-based
manner.

This enhances the transparency and consistency of decisions on claims in the context of
occupational disability insurance, accelerates
the decision-making process itself, and unburdens your experts, allowing them to invest
their resources in other, value-adding tasks.
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CLARA plus – Your advantages at a glance
1
Optimised resource management
CLARA plus saves resources by
automating claims assessment
and focusing on the factors that
are most relevant for the decision.
This accelerates procedures and
reduces administrative costs.

3
Lower claims costs
CLARA plus makes individual review
recommendations based on the medical
diagnosis and progression. The system
also simplifies the review by comparing
and contrasting medical documents
over time. This can increase reactivation
rates and further reduce claims costs.

2
Increasing client satisfaction
A further acceleration in processing
times, in conjunction with consistent and transparent decisions
on applications, will boost customer
satisfaction and enhance your
company’s reputation.

CLARA
plus

4
Improved risk management
As an expert digital system within the
MIRA Digital Suite, CLARA plus opens
up extensive possibilities in the area
of data analytics. In future, these will
provide more detailed risk categorisation
and portfolio analysis and, as a knock-on
effect, optimised risk management
with improved pricing.
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